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A LOVE AFFAIR
WITH
At Outsmart, we love OOH. Truly. Madly. Deeply
Of course we do. We think it delivers Impact, Action,
Relevance and Creativity. And we think it does these
things better than any other medium.
Better still, as technology drives new consumer
behaviours, so the qualities of OOH are enhanced, while
other media are challenged by issues like declining
audiences, ad avoidance and ad blocking. And that’s why
we believe the opportunities OOH offers advertisers get
bigger and better.
But you shouldn’t just take our word for it.
Accordingly, in the spirit of Elizabeth Barrett Browning
and her well-known sonnet, we asked a variety of ad
industry professionals to pen their own love letters to
OOH for this first issue of The Outlook.

Why do they love it so? What do they find exciting?
What’s going to happen next? Why will they love it even
more in the future?
It’s not for us to judge their literary ability. But suffice it
to say that the love shines through.
As you might expect, they list a wide variety of reasons
to love OOH. But, if they have one thing in common, it’s
that they are excited and enthused by what it can do for
advertisers.
So we thank them for their love. And we love their
support and enthusiasm.
We hope you enjoy The Outlook. If you have any
comments or thoughts, please let me know.
Alan Brydon, CEO at Outsmart

Not just media owners and OOH specialists, but leading
creatives and planners too. Different disciplines, with
different perspectives.

*For those with an interest in history, Elizabeth Barrett lived in Wimpole Street and married Robert Browning in St Marylebone Parish Church, both just around the
corner from Outsmart’s offices. Her marriage certificate is displayed in the church.
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THE OUTSMART COUNCIL - Malcolm Stoodley

The Out of Home (OOH) industry
achieved great things in 2015 and
with 3.9 per cent sector growth
predicted in Western Europe,
according to Carat’s Ad Spend
Report, the future is looking
brighter still. Better yet, Carat is
forecasting a 4.3 per cent rise in
OOH advertising spend in 2016.
Growth in Digital Out of Home
(DOOH) has played a huge part in
this. The proliferation of data in
the sector, driven by technology,
is allowing media owners to
facilitate campaigns that are more
targeted and contextual, driving
engagement
with
consumers
like never before. Campaigns
now are also more measurable,
offering greater accountability to
advertisers keen to optimise their
messaging and creative in realtime.
Strategic
partnerships,
such
as ours with Telefonica, have
enabled media owners to tap into
external resources and yield ‘best
in class’ data to gain a granular
understanding of audiences to rival
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other mediums. The intelligent use
of data is also allowing advertisers
to get far more creative with
their campaigns, as we have seen
with Wall’s Goodbye Serious
and Battersea Dogs & Cats Home
#LookingForYou campaigns this
year.
OOH is currently sold in a very old
fashioned way, but the industry is
transitioning to a true audienceled sell, which is radically changing
the market, helping OOH media
owners to underpin their revenue
growth and enabling the medium
to take market share from other
forms of media.
Automating the process of buying
and selling OOH advertising
is accelerating and will create
a host of new opportunities in
2016. SPACE provides every OOH
advertising frame in the UK with
a 10-digit code to facilitate the
eventual automated trading of
sites between media agencies and
owners.

This will enable the automation of
both classic and DOOH advertising
trading processes, to minimise
costs and time inefficiencies while
maximising revenue and consumer
reach for both buyers and sellers.
This increased efficiency will allow
our talented sales and marketing
teams to spend more time growing
the client base that will allow OOH
to get its fair share of UK advertising
spend, especially among the young,
urban and affluent.
Mobile is fast becoming a seamless
extension of OOH; the two are
complementary mediums, and
in a world of connected devices,
we expect the rise of sociallydriven content to be a significant
development in the OOH space.
Companies, such as social media
aggregator TINT, are helping
brands to create socially-driven
branded content experiences and
publish them in moments, giving
consumers a new way to access all
the social media channels they use
on a daily basis whilst they’re out
and about.

OOH engages hard to reach
audiences on the move with
inspiring and innovative
communications
Out-of-Home
businesses
are
trialling and experimenting with
many forms of mobile connectivity,
be that Wi-Fi, image recognition,
contactless, RFID or beacon
technology. We, for example, have
developed individual campaigns

with all these technologies and
have built a beacon network
across London on buses. In 2016,
incorporating mobile connectivity
with OOH will become the norm and
not a “special” part of a campaign.

We believe that OOH should
command greater market share.
The key to this is to demonstrate
and prove to advertisers that OOH
engages hard to reach audiences
on the move with inspiring and
innovative
communications
thereby transforming ordinary
journeys
into
extraordinary
memorable experiences.
We’re stepping into the golden age
of OOH and we’re taking our clients
with us.
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Dino Myers-Lamptey
the7stars

The Out of Home market continues
to be one of the most robust and
predictably exciting sectors in our
industry.
Other
channels
continually
compete for share of attention
and media time, so are regularly
adjusting themselves to new
audience behaviours though are
frequently distracted by this, often
responding to behaviour rather than
shaping it. OOH however remains
relatively consistent, as our lives
of travel and socialising remain as
regular and routine ever. Consistent
doesn’t mean complacent. OOH
despite having the advantage
of consistent audiences, who
conveniently don’t have to pay, opt in
or choose to opt out with adblockers
or skipping, has continually pushed
on with innovation. Digital OOH
screens are now bigger, smaller,
better, responsive and all-round
more intelligent responding to data
feeds, environments and everything
from facial recognition to sounds
and contactless payment tech. Even
paper and printing technology is
having a positive impact as costs
come down while flexibility and
localisation at scale possibilities
only increase.
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Increasingly, clients are realising
the staying power of the medium
in doing the things it almost
uniquely does best. Delivering
confident public announcement
communications with presence.
OOH creates space for brands to
physically state their intentions
and ambitions, which in the
digital age we live in is of growing
importance. Digital Brands such
as Google & Facebook who heavily
invested in OOH in 2015 are perfect
proof of the power of persuasion

Increasingly,
clients are
realising the
staying power
of the medium
through physical public presence
of communications in OOH. While
some of our larger clients, such as
Iceland, Supercell, and Trainline
have used OOH to great success
over the year, the new tech and
developments in OOH will entice

OOH remains
the flexible
canvas for
which a
guaranteed
audience is
never too far
away
smaller spenders who can benefit
from the greater flexibility and
locality that OOH is continuing to
develop and offer.
The exciting part of the up and
coming future is the development
of tech and data on the buying side
of OOH that will allow for smaller
and new to OOH brands to tightly
target their most valuable audiences,
whilst seeing robust accountability
and return through advanced
tracking in the medium. Whilst we
get excited about all the tech of the
day, from drones, 360 cameras, AR
and VR, wonderfully OOH remains
the flexible canvas for which a
guaranteed audience is never too far
away. Whatever the tech, we can be
assured that an important part of its
success will be how it is used in OOH.
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Steve Parker
Starcom Mediavest Group
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2016 is set to be a year of acceleration
for the Out of Home industry. While
more change in ownership and
contracts is inevitable it feels like
this is a sector in a hurry. Whether
it is organisations passionate
about building engaging and
impactful campaigns, on the back
of the significant investments
they have made in the quality and
technical delivery of their estate,
or more accountable research
being generated all the time about
the positive contribution of Out
of Home on driving awareness,
and influencing online or in store
behaviour.

Central London will undergo a transformation and cities like Birmingham,
Manchester and Leeds will get even brighter and more connected.

The industry body Outsmart is a
year older, wiser and braver and is
set to continue to influence, educate
and unify - a welcome and powerful
proposition to help engage and turn
the heads of young media planners
whose heads may be buried in CPA
optimisation or social engagement
and content plans, both of which Out
of Home can help drive and deliver.
Out of Home has always been a key
element of large city infrastructure
and thus is set to evolve in 2016,
led by digital signage of all sizes.

Central London will undergo a
transformation and cities like
Birmingham, Manchester and
Leeds will get even brighter
and more connected

These investments by media owners are to be supported (and applauded)
as they strive to provide outstanding creative platforms for strong dynamic
content that can either stand alone or alternatively connect, for example, to
mobile and drive physical experiences.
Out of Home remains great at what it has always been good at: distribution
and quality. But, the platform is constantly evolving to be more precise and
more of a content platform. A medium that stands alone or enhances other
channels. A positive position indeed.
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THE OUTSMART COUNCIL - Chris Pelekanou

Out of Home is continuing to grow
as advertisers are beginning to
see the value of a media that can’t
be ignored, switched off, muted or
paused. Particularly as other media
is starting to fragment, Out of Home
has a real opportunity to position
itself as the must-have advertising
format for smart brands. The
ability to integrate itself so well
with emerging technology like
mobile and beacons, means Out of
Home can offer advertisers context,
dynamism and engagement like
never before.
Our focus this year is on Adshel,
our classic 6-sheet product, and
the digital transformation of our
estate and systems. As part of
our digital transformation, we’re
rolling-out Adshel Live across the
UK to create the country’s first
truly national roadside digital
Out of Home proposition, which
will also include our own Beacon
platform – the natural evolution of
our Connect Mobile platform. We’re
also expanding our Storm brand
nationwide, which is currently the
biggest premium digital network
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in London, as well as rolling out
our Wrap digital billboard network
across the UK’s 15 biggest cities.
Fundamental to this transformation
is Play iQ, our intelligent content
and inventory management system,
which underpins our entire digital
portfolio and makes Clear Channel
advertising easier to buy, plan and
optimise. It also allows us to be
transparent with our key partners
– offering live availabilities and
campaign reporting.
Ultimately, 2016 is about digital and our strategy remains the same.
Clear Channel remains committed
to Creating the Future of Media,
Out of Home and we’ll be developing
our estate to meet the changing
behaviour of consumers, emerging
technology, changing cities and the
changing needs of our clients.Along
with all our previously-announced
plans for Adshel Live, Storm and
Wrap, we’ve retained our contract
with Sainsbury’s and acquired
Arqiva’s payphone business which
will see the digital transformation of
UK high streets – watch this space!

Reaching
people in the
right place, at
the right time
is still Out of
Home’s biggest
strength
Out of Home is evolving at such
a rapid pace, and has changed
drastically in the last few years.
However, what really excites me
about Out of Home hasn’t changed,
and I doubt it will – it’s the ability
to reach an audience at scale.
Reaching people in the right place,
at the right time is still Out of
Home’s biggest strength and the
introduction of digital technologies
adds an opportunity for consumer
engagement that does, and will
continue to, create some really
fantastic advertising.
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Jennie Sallows
Kinetic
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The less you show the more you
grow. Kinetic’s latest behavioural
economic findings demonstrate
showing selected products sells
more than when you show the whole
range. We are working with L’Oréal
and putting this in the context
of make-up selection.
Clients
sometimes want to show their
customers everything they do and
every benefit on a poster. I would
advise marketers using OOH not to
see a poster as a Wikipedia entry,
think of it as a piece of art.

more effective at getting people to
eat bugs than telling people about
the rational benefits. If we can get

OOH is a great tool for BE believers. I
agree with the IPA that behavioural
economic thinking is a great
way to demonstrate the power
of advertising. OOH works at an
implicit system 1 level. It is difficult
to measure in rational system 2
metrics. In 2015 we showed using
Behavioural Economic thinking is

people to eat bugs using OOH then
just think what we can achieve for
mainstream products and brands.

measure for brand loyalty. The
more loyal your customers are the
more profit companies often make.

I would advise marketers
using OOH not to see a poster
as a Wikipedia entry, think
of it as a piece of art

Great branding and OOH work well
at reducing price elasticity rather
than boosting short term sales. I
agree with Les Binet and Peter
Field that price elasticity is a good

This is because people are buying
not according to a price discount
but through loving the brand. Coca
Cola and Apple are masters of this.
OOH and branding advertising per
se are well suited to the saleability
of tomorrow than the sales of today.
I wish that people would bear this in
mind when measuring the efficacy.
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Russell Smither
Posterscope

Using data to plan OOH
enhances campaign
performance by up to 200%
The granularity of data about people’s behaviour out of the home has
exploded in recent years and results show that planning campaigns using
such data significantly enhances campaign performance in terms of ad
awareness, purchase consideration and online searches. Posterscope’s
unique mobile and social data partnerships, such as with EE, uncovers
hidden location-based insight to optimise OOH campaigns.

OOH boosts purchase
intent by 13%
A recent Posterscope 5 year database analysis found that campaigns
featuring OOH have a 13% higher media contribution to brand purchase
intent than those not featuring the medium. The emotional connection
people feel with a brand is the most important driver of purchase intent,
and is proportionately boosted by OOH more than any other media channel.
Emotional connection’s importance as a driver of purchase intent is
increasing over time, as is OOH’s ability to impact this, particularly around
key trust and relevance perceptions.
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Real-time
personalised
DOOH
connects with
consumers
increasing
message
recall by 50%
OOH has entered an era where it
is delivering ‘personalisation@
scale’ for brands through the use
of contextually relevant DOOH.
Campaigns using dynamic realtime content and triggers such as
location or the weather enhance
campaign performance and brand
KPIs. This “dynamic difference”
over and above non dynamic
OOH campaigns is proven in
recent studies with message
recall being over 50% higher and
purchase consideration two thirds
greater when personalised. What
is most satisfying is that such
personalisation is often at the core
of planning campaigns and not a
bolt on at the end, which is where we
believe the future lies for DOOH.
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Nick Mawditt
Talon Outdoor

Personalisation
and Context

Media Owner Investment
and Changing Behaviour

Effectiveness

Right or wrong, there’s been
a
discernible
marketing
and
advertising
shift
towards
personalisation in recent times.
Annoying as it can be, brands seem
obsessed with trying to second guess
our precise consumption habits and
serve ad messages to us regardless.
Smarter brands are contextualising
their ad messaging, reaching a target
audience when it matters most and
can change behaviour.

Out of Home companies are
investing millions in ensuring the
infrastructure and environment
of the medium is the best it can be.
Improved aesthetics are making a
huge difference to the way people
spend their time in city centres,
transport
hubs
and
shopping
locations. The impact on our
behaviour is crucial and technology
is playing a fundamental role, as our
expectations and behaviours change.

Measuring the effectiveness of Out
of Home has traditionally been
a challenge. But OOH’s ability to
deliver reach and fame is driving
search, action, interaction and
sales. Our recent study of over
200 ad campaigns, conducted
by BrandScience, reveals how
advertisers can increase return on
investment in OOH, particularly
through campaigns that balance
classic and digital OOH.

What we are seeing in OOH is
contextual
advertising
really
making a difference by using
location, time of day, social
interaction and live data feeds
to deliver personalisation. These
brands are seeing an additional
30% effect across numerous brand
and action metrics, over and above
standard shifts.

We expect to be able to interact and
be entertained without a second
thought. Digital, real time, mobile
and location-based experiences are
fuelling OOH advertising, adding
relevance,
personalisation
and
quality messaging. The OOH industry
certainly hasn’t sat on its laurels.

Increasing investment in OOH
as part of the communications
mix drives ROI; media channels
consistently improve ROI when
OOH is included in the mix; and
digital OOH contributes favourably
to ROI, with an optimal proportion
of around 45% of budget and 20-25%
of total inventory.

Smarter brands are contextualising their ad
messaging, reaching a target audience when
it matters most and can change behaviour
19
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Ross Wilson
Rapport

Out of Home is
an accountable,
measurable
and effective
media for
advertisers
it just requires an alternative
lens against which to analyse its
effectiveness. We have devised just
such an approach by taking traditional
econometric inputs but rather than
modelling them against sales data,
modelled them against brand KPIs
instead. This methodology not only
better represents OOH’s role within
the media mix as a brand building
channel, but it can often be a better
indicator as to the investments effect
over the longer term, unlike traditional
econometric studies which are known
to over emphasise the impact of shortterm sales gains.
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In H1 2015 Mobile spend increased 51% to £1.08bn, with revenues forecast to grow
further still. Despite increasing investment many advertisers are unaware how
much more powerful OOH advertising is on consumers mobile behaviour verses
mobile display advertising. When Rapport conducted a study into mobile and OOH
behaviours we found that our panel of smartphone users were 70% more likely to
search online having seen a poster ad than they were a mobile ad. With the rise
in mobile location services DOOH in particular is ideally placed to compliment
Mobile, re-targeting consumers with impactful and relevant messages at a scale
many times greater than that of Mobile display.
The internet and more recently mobile have revolutionised how we consume
traditional media and consequently where advertisers invest their media budgets.
While this new technology has had a profound effect on how we consume news,
listen to music and watch TV; OOH is unique in that the new technologies which
can so often be a threat to traditional media have enhanced and improved user’s
experiences and interactions with the medium. Screens now encourage consumer
participation; can be responsible for creating, harnessing and sharing social
media content; as well as reacting to real time events with contextual messaging
all as a result of technology.

Screens now encourage
consumer participation; can
be responsible for creating,
harnessing and sharing social
media content
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TWITTER TALK #OOH

What excites you most about the future of OOH?
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Technology is re-positioning OOH as the most
relevant broadcast media channel

New technologies are ensuring OOH remains a
relevant medium, making messaging increasingly
accessible, engaging and exciting for consumers

@ecnuk

@LimitedSpaceOOH

In an increasing ad-avoidable media landscape
OOH is more unavoidable than ever

The continued investment in our medium; and the
recognition that when bought together DOOH &
classic create impactful, effective campaigns

@InfinityOutdoor

@SigOutdoor

Relevance! In the new digital era, OOH has never
been more relevant to advertisers to be in front of
the right people, in the right place, at the right time

By becoming more interactive brands can be more
creative with their OOH advertising and their
customers have new reasons to be excited

The market gradually realising that OOH is the only
media that you can’t turn off and that consumers
actually enjoy looking at

Route gives a great yardstick for media performance.
When fully adopted it’s gonna be fun!

@ForrestMedia1

@atmAd

#Insite

@T4Media1

In a fragmented market the challenge of ‘brand
fame’ will increasingly be met by OOH via its ability
to deliver both brand reach and impact

The growth potential in new formats other than
6’s & 48’s, in locations and within proximity not
previously achievable

The continuing advances in interactivity and the
ability to personalise messages to the recipients
of OOH campaigns

Ongoing increase in use of smartphones on-the-go
opens up even more exciting opportunities to deliver
immediate impact OOH campaigns

@UbiquitousTaxis

@BayMediaWW

@LondonCityAir

@ticketmedia

The oldest medium continues to prove its key
attributes - impact, coverage, frequency - are more
valuable than ever in a hectic media world

For an advertiser - the layering of additional data
alongside Route to provide richer insight into
audience behaviour at specific locations

To converge OOH with, and for it to become,
technology agnostic in the quest to target and engage
audiences with the most relevant creative

The development of interaction between consumers
& digital formats such as Taxi DigitalTops using
smarter technology to make ads work harder

@KBHontrainmedia

@BoomerangUK1

@ZoomMediaUK

@taximediauk

The premium environment of the airport can be
enhanced by the interactive potential of digital screens
to add value and enliven the passenger experience

The interconnectedness of life online and OOH
and how we can bring online to life away from
our devices

No matter how much the landscape develops you
can’t ignore a great ad on the streets

The ability to grow brand count through even more
flexibility and accessibility

@airportmediaooh

@BrightmoveMedia

@blowUPmediaUK

@8outdoormedia

The confidence of the OOH industry- growing and
investing 10% in creating the best canvases for
clients to showcase their brands

Out of Home is an evolutionary medium continuing to
develop through digital innovation, delivering efficiency
and accountability through the power of data

@AdmediaLtd

@digicomooh

Fusing OOH, mobile & programmatic data. At
Sherbet we are working towards a mobile App
solution sharing data between cab, phone & screen

We’re excited about the future of interactive
advertising, with AR and facial recognition, the
opportunities for creativity are endless!

@SherbetMediaLdn

@PopcornOutdoor
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It makes sense for the
most welcomed and
least intrusive media
to deliver presence
for brands interacting
through the media

THE OUTSMART COUNCIL - Chris Forrester

2016 will be an important year for
Out of Home; the opportunity for it
to become the stand out medium of
the year. The building blocks have
been laid over the last few years
with investment in digital products,
a refreshed trade marketing body,
commitment to industry research,
engagement with automated trading,
and despite a little uncertainty preelection, strong revenue growth
throughout 2015. It was also
testament to some great creative
work that there was a healthy blend
of both classic and digital campaigns
in the Campaign top 10 OOH ads of
2015.
All of this means that OOH is
increasingly well placed to move
from, what at times can seem semi
isolation to other media channels, where
the strongest outdoor campaigns
on OOH are only on OOH and
sometimes only on a few panels, to
becoming more relevant, integral
and imbedded into other media
activity.
An example was a Primesight and
global news campaign for Lucozade;
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the first to run cross media channel
synchronization as adverts were
broadcast on both DOOH and Radio
simultaneously. Results from people
who saw and heard the linked
creative were significantly stronger
than those who only either heard or
saw a single channel.
We will see more of this powerful
use of simultaneous and sequential
activity as digital OOH networks
expand their reach across the UK.
Look out for digital Out of Home
amplifying press campaigns across
Primesight’s Network, increasing to
100 Digital 48 sheets by the end of
the year across the UK’s 15 highest
populated cities. The launch of
Network has added a new dimension
to roadside digital enabling it to
either amplify a broadcast campaign
or provide a cost effective tactical
opportunity for campaigns not fixed
around a traditional OOH two weeks
posting cycle.
This growth in the OOH digital
inventory will create segmentation
opportunities
for
activating
campaigns. Roadside digital is

already becoming two markets
of broadcast and super premium.
Transport will increasingly see
different activity to environments
such as cinemas and malls, where
the long dwell, pack mentality and
playful mindset of cinemas means
that brands can engage in a way
that is impossible to deliver almost
anywhere else.
It’s always the year of mobile, I hear
2016 will be no different. Whilst
TV and iPads have become ideal
bedfellows, so will smartphones
and Out of Home. As ad avoidance
and blocking becoming bigger
issues, it makes sense for the most
welcomed and least intrusive media
to deliver presence for brands
interacting through the media
product that we hold most dear and
deem most personal. The blurring
of smart shopping and social media
will increasingly open the way for
brands and retailers to capitalise
on a networked communication.
Expect to see more campaigns
where we interact using phones
and connecting through Beacons,
delivering
added
engagement

through social media, and for
Primesight on screen with our
cinema partners.
Probably the biggest change for the
whole industry will be automation.
We are about to enter the third era of
transaction. First there was carbon
copy and Royal Mail; then the early

‘90s brought Excel and email. The
third is all about demand and supplyside platforms (D&SSP) and API
connections.
Automation is essential for the
medium to grow by improving
efficiency in the transaction process,
enabling the harnessing of multiple

data sources and linking access
to facilitate working more closely
alongside other media.
There is a lot going on in OOH,
Primesight are at the heart of this
change and I for one am looking
forward to the ride.
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James Murphy
adam&eveDDB

One of the campaigns I’m most
proud of working on - and which
also happens to be a favourite of
Sir Richard Branson - was for the
launch of Virgin Atlantic’s in-flight
massage service back in 2000.
The media strategy was simple
enough – a selection of poster sites,
including one tactically placed just
outside London Heathrow Airport.
But what made the campaign so
impactful and memorable was the
simplicity of the copy. The posters
just read: ‘BA don’t give a Shiatsu’.
As Sir Richard himself has written,
the ad brilliantly showcased
Virgin Atlantic’s challenger status
against its stuffy, bigger competitor
and illustrated the vibrancy and
cheekiness of its service. All in just
five words.
It’s a good example of showcasing
how reductive and ruthlessly simple
the best Out of Home advertising
messages need to be, while also
revealing how poster sites really
are the last true broadcast medium
capable of near universal reach. For
creatives this need for simplicity in
the message has made it one of the
most difficult, but rewarding, to crack.
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Poster sites really are
the last true broadcast
medium capable of near
universal reach
Of course, in the intervening 16 years much has changed in the airline
industry and in Out of Home – both have been in a constant state of evolution
since their creation. I’m sure Sir Richard and his colleagues at Virgin
Atlantic would have been equally impressed by British Airways’ innovative
use of the medium in the 2014 Magic of Flying campaign as awards juries
across the world.
The campaign used a remarkable variety of different and new technologies
to send live data on the destination of BA’s fleet of aircraft direct to a digital
poster site in Piccadilly Circus as an aircraft passed overhead. Accompanied
by a picture of a child pointing to the sky, the copy simply pointed out the
destination of the flight. It’s little wonder that it picked up a healthy clutch
of awards, including the Grand Prix for Direct in Cannes.
This shows just how Out of Home, the oldest form advertising medium,
continues to adapt and make use of new technology while still retaining its
old core principles - including the inherent beauty of brevity - that make it
such a distinctive and attractive way to reach a target audience at the right
time and in the right place.
It’s little wonder then that Out of Home is now a cornerstone of most modern
integrated campaigns, and is also one of the first media that inspires
creatives to get chewing on their pencils. Long gone, thank God, are the days
where a typical campaign consisted of the infamous 400 TVRs supported
by a four-week poster campaign. Beacons, NFC, interactivity and dynamic
and real time content management systems have made one of the most
exciting and important media channels on any modern advertising plan.
With the UK becoming the most sophisticated digital Out of Home market
in Europe, and with further new opportunities on the horizon including
the various Smart Cities initiatives, I’ve every reason to believe that the
medium will continue to excite and inspire creatives in 2016 and beyond.
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Jon Fox
Leo Burnett

I’m just going to step back in time
for a moment. Here I go… Back
past the iPhone… Back past digital
television… Wow, even back past the
www. And I’ve arrived: a fresh-ish
faced student at West Herts College
(Watford College to the alumni).
Why am I here? I’m here to ‘learn
advertising’. Not what ads are
(I already know that - I’m not
completely green) but how to write
them. But where do you even start?
Well, on that first day at Watford I
found out.
The rules were (and are) simple:
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•

If the idea works in a poster,
then it will work in any medium.

•

It should be a) simple and, if
you’re doing it right, b) clever.

•

B e c au se t hen a) you’ve
communicated your proposition
and b) the viewer has had some
reward.

•

It has to work quickly - 6 words
or less for 48/ 96 sheets, a
little longer (but not much) for
Adshels et cetera. There are
a million messages out there.
Land yours quickly.

Posters are the purest
and most effective form
of communication
And that’s it. To this day I still quote
them to clients and colleagues alike.
So, as a class we sat down and
created posters. Then we created
more posters. Then even more
posters. We kept writing posters
until, eventually, we learned how
to write good posters. Posters that
worked.

All of which brings us back to the
present. Today you’ve got moving
posters…
interactive
posters…
talking posters… you name it. Ever
expanding opportunities to create
something even more interesting,
exciting and thought provoking for
your brand. It’s different, but it’s the
same. They’re still posters, after all.
They’re just posters on steroids.

In the years between then and now
I’ve seen posters that have made me
laugh out loud, posters that have
moved me and posters that have
literally given me goose bumps.
And, believe it or not, I’ve also seen
posters that have convinced me
it might be a good idea to make a
purchase, or to make a charitable
donation, or to go to an exhibition
and experiment in a little mind
expansion. I’ve even written one or
two myself, always striving to make
them as effective as the ones I’ve
quoted above.

I’m a great advocate for the teaching
of the craft of creative advertising.
I occasionally help out at Watford
College and they still teach the
students that posters are the
purest and most effective form of
communication. Which has got to
be a good thing, right? Maybe we can
all learn a thing or two.
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THE OUTSMART COUNCIL - Richard Malton

The Digital Out of Home market is
probably one of the most exciting
spaces to be in 2016 – exciting for
numerous reasons and all of them
have the potential to shift the dial.
I think that growth in DOOH and
OOH is there to be lost rather
than won, there is no industry
that has looked at itself as hard
as OOH and responded with such
enthusiasm. This has been done
through investment in product,
research into our growing audience,
integrating the latest technology,
collaboration with other mobile
channels, creative understanding
and importantly investing in the
right people to drive the strengths
of the medium.
Based on all of this, we as an
industry are in the enviable position
to puff our chests out and talk about
the very real benefits that DOOH
can offer our clients. I guess there
are many media channels looking
at our story with great envy. So
collectively and with our new trade
body, the prize of the first choice
media channel is there to take.
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We are and will continue to see
change in 2016 and Ocean and
Signature are both convinced that
DOOH is becoming part of the real
time audience journey and real
time data will become part of our
currency. When this is cracked the
advertising budgets available to

DOOH is
becoming part
of the real
time audience
journey
DOOH will grow exponentially and
grow the total OOH market. For
the health of the sector it has to
move away from the obsession with
share of OOH and look to drive the
share of total media. It’s an obvious
statement and said by many but
let’s genuinely look to demonstrate

how we can be additive to brand
campaigns. The combination of
classic and DOOH should be an
intoxicating mix for any marketing
director. It’s no secret, lets tell them.

The combination
of classic and
DOOH should be
an intoxicating
mix for any
marketing
director

Finally, what excites me most is
seeing a superbly executed creative
campaign. We are an industry based
on creative classics. 2015 saw a
number of campaigns that will go
into the OOH book of excellence but
I think we are only just beginning
to scratch the surface of what is
possible. Creatives are getting
excited and getting “it”. The best
is yet to come and 2016 is already
shaping up to be a fascinating year.

We are an
industry based
on creative
classics
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John Pizzamiglio
TfL

The coming months will see a stepchange in the way that Transport
for London’s advertising estate
will be brought to market and
understandably
there
is
huge
anticipation
surrounding
the
outcome. TfL will bring a bold new
approach to how they do business in
London – this is not just about a new
contract being awarded – this is about
delivering an amazing audience to
advertisers across our great city in
huge numbers day in, day out, and
doing it in an amazing way.
There has been a quantum leap
in TfL’s thinking. Obviously the
smooth operating of the transport
network is always the priority, but
it has been realised that in this new
more commercial world, whether
by design or by good luck, TfL is
also an advertising company. The
demonstration of a desire to work
in new ways with partnership at
the core is integral in securing
the long term agreement with
TfL. This long term view clearly
shows a commitment from TfL to
reflect the need for more agile and
flexible solutions for advertisers
whilst maximising the commercial
potential for all parties. So TfL are
grasping this opportunity to bring
a fresh approach to the market that
will do a number of things.
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Firstly, it will bring together
the networks of The London
Underground,
DLR,
London
Overground, Croydon Tramlink,
Victoria Coach Station, and the
hugely anticipated Cross Rail, set to
open in 2017. This in itself simplifies
the process for advertisers to target
an affluent, engaged and mobile
audience encompassing the key
demographics depicted in many
marketing briefs across the capital’s
transport hubs.
Secondly, TfL’s commitment to
change and advancement of the
media offering is also displayed in
the investment programme in place
for the period of the partnership
agreement,
regardless
of
the
partner they will be working with.
Significant sums have been allocated
to developing and advancing the
estate in a continuous programme
of development that will allow
TfL to take advantage of any new
opportunities that may arise in the
coming years.
Similarly, the decision to combine
investment with a move towards
processes that will enable more
active decision making further
emphasises a desire for change and a
step into a future where commercial
complexities do not detract from the

desire to create more interesting
customer
experiences.
These
experiences are no longer limited
to what we all know and expect
from an OOH environment, but can
also include retail opportunities,
brand experience, online and
interactive business and content led
communications. All at scale and on
the same estate.
Following many months of a robust
and
challenging
procurement
process which saw an immense
amount of work undertaken by
all parties, the decision will be
announced in April, kick starting a
period of complex governance and
operational milestones to delivering
the long term investment in possibly
the most anticipated decision in
Out of Home advertising. The new
partnership will officially begin in
October 2016 and will be the start
of an exciting and fascinating time
for the market, hopefully setting
a blue print for positive and more
commercially active partnerships
in the future.
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TWITTER TALK #OOH

If you were going to give advertisers one tip for getting
the best out of OOH what would you say?

Be creative. Unlike other media, poor OOH creative
cannot be hidden between content

Different OOH environments tap into different
people in different mindsets, so multi-format OOH
campaigns improve overall effectiveness

@ecnuk

@LimitedSpaceOOH

Be brave with your creative. Millions are seeing
your poster. Make them remember it

One size does not fit all. Take time to understand
your audience & look outside of London; investment
is driving OOH outside of the capital

@InfinityOutdoor
Having the right space in the right place is one thing,
but the creative is every bit as key. The beauty of the
medium is its simplicity. Make good use of the canvas!

Think more about objective than creative. The
inherent flexibility of OOH means you can meet
business needs rather than just media needs

@ForrestMedia1

@atmAd

Treat your OOH touchpoints as unique communication
opportunities and tailor your message to the format,
location and if possible, moment

Consider your OOH creative earlier in the creative
process to ensure maximum consumer engagement
as audience delivery is significantly less variable
@BayMediaWW

@UbiquitousTaxis

OOH taps into different audiences and mindsets
depending on where it’s consumed, so multi-format
campaigns deliver more for your budget

Encourage your creative partners to really think
about the context & way each OOH format is
consumed - & then produce work accordingly
@BoomerangUK1

@KBHontrainmedia

Make the most of experiential advertising. Dwell-times
at airports offer the perfect opportunity for real-life
interaction with passengers

Challenge us; you’ll be surprised at
what OOH can do for you
@BrightmoveMedia

@airportmediaooh

It’s all about audience data-where they go,
what they do/feel. Connect the audience to the
environment & match the OOH products
@AdmediaLtd
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Be creative. The flexibility of digital screens
allows content to be as dynamic as brands
need. Not enough advertisers are taking full
advantage of DOOH capabilities
@digicomooh

The simplest creative is usually the most effective.
Don’t try to be too clever!
#Insite

@SigOutdoor

Identify your audience. Do the due diligence on the
best media based on the right tools. Then do it!
@T4Media1

Try something new and challenge the media owner to
not rely on the status quo. Work with the media owner
as a partner and not just a sales house

Keep the message single-minded and clear!

@LondonCityAir

@ticketmedia

Deliver a multiplatform solution with contextual
creative to your who, where, what & when. Push the
boundaries for what is the ‘norm’ in OOH

OOH has no ad blockers or fast forward avoidance
issues but it does have a lot of choice. Take time to
look at each formats relevant merits

@ZoomMediaUK

@taximediauk

Make sure you own your audience and the
conversation with them!

Brands should be braver and share their data with us,
it would lead to even more creative OOH campaigns
_

@blowUPmediaUK

@8outdoormedia

OOH can be more than a passive medium, utilise
OOH to bring stories to life in the virtual & real
world to drive engagement & enriched data

The best campaigns are eye-catching and engaging!
Screen kiosks are a great way to create direct
interacton between brands and consumers

@SherbetMediaLdn

@PopcornOutdoor
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OOH may be the
oldest medium,
yet it has shown
remarkable
resilience in
reinventing itself

THE OUTSMART COUNCIL - Grant Branfoot

Out of Home’s ability to deliver
communications to people at the
right time, in the right place & right
mind-set is as relevant as ever to
advertisers. Whilst we have seen
some fantastic examples of realtime brand experiences over the
past few years – Benadryl’s Pollen
Count campaign; BA’s Look Up;
Oreo Eclipse; Google Outside and
Battersea Dogs & Cats Home, to
name a few; the opportunity still
exists for advertisers to maximise
the value of their consumer data
and exploit OOH’s flexibility and
audience delivery. This isn’t about
advertisers reducing spend on OOH,
rather using the medium in the most
effective & smart way to deliver
tangible results – whether that’s
brand building or driving online
sales.
Given over half of traffic to retail
websites is via a mobile device and
mobile commerce now accounts
for 36% of e-retail sales in the UK
we should be encouraging greater
cross-channel planning, especially
across Mobile, Social & DOOH. At
Outdoor Plus we’re excited about the
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research Outsmart has undertaken
looking into ‘connected’ behaviour
whilst people are out & about and
the results should help drive new
partnerships, greater integration &
grow revenue in 2016.

The dynamic
delivery
of creative
should now be
the norm
It is worth noting that OOH still
has huge potential for incremental,
game-changing growth.
Whilst
OOH ad spend was up 6% in 2015,
there are still several categories
that under invest in the medium,
as highlighted by the recent Brand
Science study & the latest Nielsen
spend reports; and as such these
sectors represent a significant
growth opportunity.

Outdoor Plus will continue to invest
in premium OOH, following our
development strategy of offering
only the very best London locations.
This has given us a very clear digital
footprint across London, which
by definition has to be better for
advertisers and their campaign
optimisation (as demonstrated by
our #message2london campaign
research in 2015).
The dynamic delivery of creative
should now be the norm. The
buying community needs to work
harder to realise the potential of
multi-messaging using real-time
data planning and as such needs to
become more agile when planning &
buying digital OOH.
There has been a lot of talk
regarding programmatic and how
this can be applied to OOH. This
isn’t necessarily where the future
lies for Out of Home; however we
believe that automated buying is.
The opportunity is definitely there,
especially in relation to Digital
trading, but a coordinated industry
approach is required coupled with

significant investment in software
&
standardised
management
systems.
Outdoor Plus will continue to
partner with clients on automated
OOH campaigns, building on the
success & learnings of 2015. We
believe that genuine automated
activation can only work through
collaboration across all parties,

from client through to the tech &
software teams. This is not the time
for individual parties to look for
corporate gain and one-upmanship.
OOH may be the oldest medium,
yet it has shown remarkable
resilience in reinventing itself and
thereby remains relevant & cutting
edge in an incredibly fast paced
technological era. I believe this

will only enable OOH to redefine
how advertisers communicate and
balance their needs for both private
and public messaging. With the rise
of ad blocking, digital OOH will be
the only credible way for advertisers
to reach the biggest audiences in
real time, when they are at their
most receptive.
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OVER & OUT
Charles Vallance, of VCCP, talks about
‘The Tyranny of Targeting’. His words are
powerful and, we believe, particularly
apposite for OOH, so we leave you with them
as a final thought:
We have an ability to measure, to quantify and
fine-tune media spend in a way that would have
been inconceivable only a few years ago, but this
can lead to a form of media myopia. We can be
so granular in our analysis of reach against a
primary target that, potentially, we can forget
they aren’t our only target. Ad campaigns, as a
result, can become a kind of private conversation
between a core audience and an advertiser. But
advertising isn’t supposed to be private. It’s
supposed to be overheard, shared, stumbled
across and discovered.

The desirability of a message and a brand is
massively influenced by who else is consuming
it – and the knowledge that they are doing
so. This is why so many brands use relatively
indiscriminate media like posters. They want
to be overseen. They court “wastage” because
they understand that the medium can also be the
message – and much of the power of a message
lies in it being overheard. Modern media
analytics is in danger of reducing the medium
back to being the medium alone. If we continue
down this path we may end up on a fool’s errand,
mistaking accuracy for effectiveness and
precision for persuasion.

